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88  19 CHANGE: "information" should be "disinformation"
REASON: accuracy of what was said

101 13 CHANGE: "investigate" should be "investigation"
REASON: accuracy of what was said

127  6 CHANGE: "the Browder" should be "Browder's"
REASON: accuracy of what was said

144 14 CHANGE: "researcher" should be "research"
REASON: accuracy of what was said

148  8 CHANGE: "Sterling" should be "sterling"
REASON: word should not be capitalized

162 14 CHANGE: after "whether," insert an "—" [em-dash]
REASON: will note a breach in the witness' statement. "This is a national security expert" was a separately expressed thought.

189  2 CHANGE: "after the" should be "and the"
REASON: accuracy of what was said

208 19 CHANGE: "that's been" should be "that he's"
REASON: accuracy of what was said

193 18 CHANGE: delete "involve"; replace it with "—" [em-dash]
REASON: accuracy of what was said
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195  2  CHANGE: after "so as things came," add "up"
REASON: accuracy of what was said

198  20 CHANGE: "reading" should be "saying"
REASON: accuracy of what was said

257  7 CHANGE: "?" should be a "."
REASON: The witness did not make a question. He made a statement.

Signed: [Signature]
Date: 11/22/17
REPORTER: Tina M. Alfaro
Joshua A. Levy
Counsel for Mr. Simpson
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